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(Summary Spread 9). Checked rain gauge in the yard MVP-PY-006 and found 0.0 inch of rainfall in the raingauge. EI preformed
SWPPP Inspection on the MVP-PY-006. EI walked the boundary of the LOD and observed the compost filter sock around the
boundary was installed and in good condition. EI observed no misc trash in the yard. Secondary containment’s were pumped out
into containers after the last rain events. EI observed crew cleaning a fluid deposit on the south side of the bulk fuel tanks. Crews
continue to load equipment in the yard for transport. No other environmental issues were noted during today’s inspection

Crews have cleaned up the fluid deposits around the bulk fuel tanks. Crews have picked up and removed loose trash in the yard.
The secondary containment’s have been pumped out after the last rainevent.
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MVP-PY-006_082818 triple stack filter sock on
west boundary. Looking SW. See photo for
gos data.

MVP-PY-006_082818 triple stack filter sock on
south boundary. Looking E. See photo for
gps data.

MVP-PY-006_082818 no fluid deposits on the
north side of the bulk fuel tanks. Looking W.
See photo for gps data.

MVP-LY-006_082818 triple stack filter sock
along drive. Looking SE. See photo for gps
data.

MVP-PY-006_082818 triple stack filter sock on
the north boundary. Looking NE. See photo
for gps data.

MVP-PY-006_082818 crew cleaning up a fluid
deposit on the south side of bulk fuel tanks.
Looking W. See photo for gps data.
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